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The Heaven Punishing Sacred Lord sensed the coldness in Su Zimo's eyes and explained, "Daoist

Su, you might feel conflicted, but you have no choice."

"Once the Infinite Tribulation descends, the three thousand worlds will be destroyed and all life will

return to silence. Everyone in the universe will die as well.

Not only the Saints, but even we will not be spared! "

The Ancestral Fire Sacred Lord nodded. "That's right. We are doing this to save the three thousand

worlds, preserve the spark of life, and continue our civilization."

"Ha!"

The Chaotic World Great Sage couldn't help but laugh.

"For the sake of the three thousand worlds and then kill all life? Shouldn't the beings of all races

thank us after hearing this? "

The Evil Lord said coldly, "If this is the civilization of the three thousand worlds, then we don't need

it!"

The Mountain Elder sighed deeply and looked at the Five Sacred Lords. "What is the three

thousand worlds? Every life with flesh and blood is the true three thousand worlds. "

"For the three thousand worlds, we should do it for all life in the three thousand worlds."

The Chaotic World Great Sage sneered. "Xuan Ke, you're still trying to reason with them? These

people say nice things about preserving the spark of life, but to put it bluntly, they want to sacrifice

all life to resolve the Infinite Tribulation and save their own lives! "

The Nirvana Sacred Lord said indifferently, "When the Infinite Tribulation descends, everyone will

die. If we kill all life first, at least we can survive."

The Heaven Punishing Sacred Lord said, "We have to pay a price if we want to resolve the Infinite

Tribulation."

It was the first time most people in the hall had heard of the Infinite Tribulation.

Hearing the Five Sacred Lords say "kill all life" was so casual.

It was actually so light and casual. A chill rose in his heart.

They might not even be ants in the eyes of the Five Sacred Lords. It was just a price to pay.

"There is a price to pay."

Su Zimo's eyes were cold as he looked at the Five Sacred Lords. "But why does the price have to

be all life and not you? Your lives are important, but the lives of all life aren't? "

"Ha …."

The Yin Yang Sacred Lord laughed. "Daoist Su, you're too naive. Our lives are naturally different

from all life."

"Fellow Daoist Su, you've already become a Great Sage. We're all immortal beings. How can we be

compared to the myriad races?"

The Ancestral Flame Sacred Master glanced at Die Yue and suddenly said, "Only by resolving the

Immeasurable Calamity of Living Beings can Fellow Daoist Su and your Dao partner live eternally

together."

Ancestral Fire Sacred Master could tell that Su Zimo cared a lot about Die Yue, even going to the

33 Heavens to kill the Brahma Ghost Mother to avenge her.

Without waiting for Su Zimo to reply, Die Yue said indifferently, "If this kind of eternal life is

exchanged for by sacrificing the lives of thousands of races, then it's better to die early."

Die Yue's reply was even more direct.

Ancestral Flame Sacred Master frowned.

As he looked at the faces of the Five Great Sacred Masters, Su Zimo couldn't help but recall what

Sacred King Samsara had said.

Only death was the greatest fairness in this world.

Seeing that the two sides didn't agree, the Heaven Punishing Sacred Master changed the topic.

"There's no need for us to argue about this. The danger in front of us isn't the Immeasurable

Calamity of Living Beings. It's the demons from the Reincarnation Sacred Ground!"

"The Evil Lord and the Mountain Elder weren't originally from the Reincarnation Sacred Ground.

Why don't you join forces with us? With the help of Fellow Daoist Su and the Great Sage of Chaos,

we can succeed!"

"Don't count me in."

The Great Sage of Chaos rolled his eyes and said, "I don't dare to join forces with you. Who knows

when you'll sell me out."

The Mountain Elder shook his head and said, "Our paths are different."

"What do you say, Fellow Daoist Su?"

The Heaven Punishing Sacred Master asked again.

"Not interested."

Su Zimo's reply was still the same.

The smile on the Heaven Punishing Sacred Master's face gradually disappeared. His face gradually

darkened.

"Araki Takeshi."

The Heaven Punishing Sacred Master said, "You can achieve what you have today because of

Chaos Qinglian. However, you should know that Chaos Qinglian took the wrong path more than six

billion years ago. She died and the Chaos Sacred Ground was destroyed because of that. "

"Are you threatening me?"

Su Zimo's eyes turned cold and murderous!

The Heaven Punishing Sacred Master did not show any fear. He only said calmly, "It's not a threat.

I'm just giving you a reminder. When it comes to that, our methods will not be able to affect the

situation! "

"This is your last chance. If you take the wrong step, you will be doomed eternally!"

Su Zimo looked at the Five Sacred Masters expressionlessly. He slowly stood up and a terrifying

aura burst out from his body. He said, "Leave now. I won't kill you. This is your last chance."

The Five Sacred Masters' faces changed!

Su Zimo's action of standing up gave them a huge amount of pressure. They even felt that a great

disaster would befall them at any time!

Fortunately, they had the five Heavenly Dao Saint Artifacts to protect them. Thus, the Five Sacred

Masters were able to withstand the pressure and not lose their composure.

The Five Sacred Masters did not dare to hesitate. They turned and left.

Just as they left, another figure walked in from the entrance of the main hall and brushed past the

Five Great Saint Masters.

This woman had a head of black hair and was wearing an old robe that was slightly white. She

looked indifferent and there was no emotion in her eyes. It was Saint Gu Yao!

When Su Zimo saw the old robe that Saint Gu Yao was wearing, he was a little dazed. He could not

help but feel a ripple in his heart.

Could it be that Yao Xue …

Just as this thought came to his mind, Su Zimo realized that Yao Xue's condition was a little

strange.

"It's Yao Ji."

The Sacred Masters saw Saint Gu Yao and recognized her.

The Yin Yang Sacred Master sent a voice transmission to the Ancestral Flame Sacred Master. "Why

don't we let her persuade Araki Takeshi?"

The Ancestral Flame Sacred Master looked at Saint Gu Yao.

Saint Gu Yao also looked at him. However, she only took a glance before looking away. Her eyes

were indifferent as if she was looking at a stranger. There was no emotion in them.

The Ancestral Flame Sacred Master sighed and shook his head.

Saint Gu Yao came to the main hall and looked around. Her gaze swept past everyone.

Lin Xuanji hurriedly stood up and greeted her with a smile.

Some old friends of Planet Tianhuang also stood up.

However, Saint Gu Yao did not respond at all. She looked at them with an unfamiliar gaze and did

not even pause for a moment.

The old friends of Planet Tianhuang were all stunned.

Even Saint Gu Yao looked at Demoness Ji with the same gaze.

She did not seem to recognize these old friends, nor could she recognize Demoness Ji.

Demoness Ji looked at Saint Gu Yao with tears in her eyes and murmured, "Sister doesn't

recognize me anymore."

When the Evil Lord saw this, he sighed.

A rare look of pity flashed across his eyes as he looked at Saint Gu Yao.

It was rare for him to show such emotions.

Saint Gu Yao's gaze swept across the main hall and finally landed on Su Zimo. She paused for a

moment.

At this moment, there was a hint of spirit in her cold and distant eyes.

She recognized Su Zimo.

She came today to bid farewell to Su Zimo.

(End of Chapter)
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